
Acoustic Flooring
Product Overview
Workspace Technology’s Interior
Solutions Division offers Acoustic
Flooring systems that are designed
to insulate and help prevent the
transmission of impact and airborne
noise through masonry, concrete
and timber structures.

Workspace Technology’s Acoustic Floors
can be installed in a range of
environments including refurbishment
and new build commercial and
residential properties.

Panels
Depending on the intended use, panels
are available in 19mm and 22mm V313
chipboard or 18mm and 22mm WBP ply
board. All panels are 2400mmx600mm
with tongue & groove on all four edges.

Alternative Finishes
Hardwood - The panels are normally
left unfinished to receive finishes.
However the panel can be omitted and
replaced with a load bearing prefinished
hardwood board, secret nailed to the
timber bearers.

Ceramic Tiles - System CK30 is
suitable to receive ceramic tiles and
consists of 18mm WBP plywood, hard
cradles at 300mm and battens at
300mm centres. Suitable flexible
adhesive and grout must be used.

Battens
Regularised PAR battens 43mm wide
by 25mm, 35mm or 43mm depth.
For increased service voids deeper
battens can be supplied.

Cradles
Unique, patented cradles manufactured
from recycled rubber crumb are
available in either 10mm or 20mm
bases. Interlocking base cradles can
be used to increase void height in
10mm or 30mm increments.

Levelling Shims
Levelling shims are available in 2mm
and 5mm thickness and are placed into
the cradle to adjust the under structure
to the required height.
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The tongue and groove panels are
glued and screwed to battens.

Access runs can be formed over
service runs by cutting boards on site.
The under structure is modified to
provide support to all board edges.

Standard systems range from 54mm
to 117mm. Elevations in excess of
this can be achieved either by
increased batten thickness or
additional base packers placed under
the cradle.

Prior to installation a laser survey is
carried out to determine the correct
combination of components.

A membrane, such as 1200 gauge
polythene sheeting should be
installed over all ground floor slabs
and new concrete bases above
ground level. Joints shall be lapped a
minimum of 150mm and should be
taped and sealed with waterproof
adhesive tape, with edges upturned
to the same height as the tongue and
grooved overlay boards at all
perimeter walls.

Acoustic insulation is recommended
with concrete planks and beam and
block floors and will give an improved
airborne noise performance from the
system. It will also take account of
any inadequacies in the sealing and
grouting of the sub floor.

Other systems available that do not
have the levelling facility described
above. These systems are installed
as floating floors and require a level;
dry substrate. Due to the reduced
system height they are ideal for
refurbishment.

Workspace Technology’s Interior
Solutions team provides a
comprehensive design and
installation service for customers
across the UK.

Workspace Technology is committed
to ensure that our installations are
carried out to the very highest of
standards and employ experienced
fitters throughout the installation
process.

Workspace Technology’s Interior
Solutions division provides
commercial interior services
including partitions, ceiling and
flooring systems, joinery, finishes
and mezzanine structures for
data centre, commercial offices;
retail, light industrial and
residential environments.
Our comprehensive portfolio of
flooring products includes raised
access, acoustic and hardwood
floor systems.
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